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Disruptor OL Free Download is an Add-On for Outlook 2000, 2002 (resp. Outlook XP) and 2003. Right after the installation
and next start of Outlook you get a powerful spam filter with impressive results. If one spam message is missed, it's easy to

check why. And even more easy to see, what settings would have caught this message and to turn this option on. Everything is
only one click away, fully integrated into Outlook 2000, Outlook 2002 (resp. Outlook XP) and Outlook 2003 with simple, fresh
and clear dialogs. YOU control what is Spam and what not! With filters and the BLAST-detector it is YOUR decision what is
Spam and what not. Fully transparent, selective usage, individual choice of functions. This includes easy diagnostic: Quickly

answer the questions Why is this message marked as Spam? Why is this message NOT marked as Spam? What setting is needed
to mark this as Spam in the future?All the infos condensed into one simple info dialog. Here are some key features of

"Disruptor OL": ￭ powerful hit- or score-based Spam processing ￭ Whitelist, Blacklist, Auto-Whitelist ￭ powerful Spam
Detectors ￭ realtime blackhole lists (DNSBLs) with progressive cache handling ￭ simple Word filters ￭ regular expressions

with super-easy Expression Builder ￭ BLAST-Filter yet another Bayesian Believe Filter incarnation ￭ language filter ￭ Score
Rating System ￭ Message Security ￭ Remove hidden links to external images, scripts, etc. ￭ Remove clickable links ￭ Convert

RTF and HTML to Text ￭ delete, export and secure potential dangerous attachments (even the blocked attachments! and the
parts of a HTML-mail) ￭ Dupe Checking (filter duplicate messages) ￭ FAST, no message fetching delay ￭ Organize incoming

Spam COMING FEATURE (1.1) ￭ Choose your style to handle it: ￭ instant deletion, various types of ￭ arrangements and
automated delayed ￭ deletion ￭ statistics: see what is going on and draw conclusions ￭ works with all types of mailboxes (Pop3,

IMAP, Exchange, whatever Outlook can do) �
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￭ This is a stand-alone program. You do not need Outlook or another email client to use it. ￭ For more information about this
program, contact: Email: DuSt Disruptor OL Google mail: DuSt.IT (dot) fr (dot) com Email: du.st@gmail.com 1.0.7-7
SpamFilter This is a stand-alone program. You do not need Outlook or another email client to use it. For more information
about this program, contact: Email: du.st@gmail.com Limitations: This is a stand-alone program. You do not need Outlook or
another email client to use it. For more information about this program, contact: Email: du.st@gmail.com What's New Version
1.0.7-7 (5-Jul-2008) Fixes for Outlook 2003 (and XP) SP1 See Version 1.0.7-6 (1-Jul-2008) This is a stand-alone program. You
do not need Outlook or another email client to use it. For more information about this program, contact: du.st@gmail.com
Version 1.0.7-6 (1-Jul-2008) Fixes for Outlook 2003 (and XP) SP1 See Version 1.0.7-5 (29-Jun-2008) This is a stand-alone
program. You do not need Outlook or another email client to use it. For more information about this program, contact:
du.st@gmail.com Version 1.0.7-5 (29-Jun-2008) Fixes for Outlook 2003 (and XP) SP1 See Version 1.0.7-4 (20-Jun-2008) This
is a stand-alone program. You do not need Outlook or another email client to use it. For more information about this program,
contact: du.st@gmail.com Version 1.0.7-4 (20-Jun-2008) Fixes for Outlook 2003 (and XP) SP1 See Version 1.0.7-3
(14-Jun-2008) This is a

What's New In?

FULLY INTEGRATED WITH YOUR INBOX! You will never again have to use another Spam filter in your Outlook when
doing POP3, IMAP, Exchange or HTTP email. We will manage it all for you. You simply click on a button in the Email Client
and you will be able to see all messages with easy to understand graphs and explain what happened. It's not about fancy "Spam
Emails" but about all the dirty messages that come with time. Spam Emails are not the only ones on the Web with all the hidden
Phishing Links, ads, and other Blocked links. What do you do then? You can mark them as Spam (to be used later when you
have time) or as safe (for direct use) or you can even change their color to be seen as you want them to be (red, gray, blue, etc.).
We will provide you with the detailed statistics of these operations. And as a full integration you will never have to think about
your email filter again. You will be able to see what is important, what is "just" Spam and what is not - on a really effective and
interactive interface. Our system is based on the proven principles of the above mentioned solution from BullGuard called
"Spam Detector" Disruptor OL Features: ￭ Command ￭ Score ￭ Whitelist ￭ Blacklist ￭ Auto-Whitelist ￭ Automatic Spam
Cleaning ￭ Spam Block Lists ￭ User-definable Spam Blocks ￭ Whitelisting ￭ Blacklisting ￭ Automatic Whitelist ￭
Whitelisting ￭ Blacklisting ￭ Spam Block Lists ￭ Whitelisting ￭ Blacklisting ￭ User-definable Spam Blocks ￭ Score ￭
Whitelist ￭ Blacklist ￭ Auto-Whitelist ￭ Spam Block Lists ￭ Whitelisting ￭ Blacklisting ￭ Automatic Whitelist ￭ Whitelisting
￭ Blacklisting ￭ Spam Block Lists ￭ Whitelisting ￭ Blacklisting ￭ User-definable Spam Blocks ￭ 5 ways to Whitelist/Blacklist
￭ Auto-Whitelist ￭ Spam Block Lists ￭ Whitelisting ￭ Blacklisting ￭ Score ￭ Whitelist &
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Processor: Intel Core i3 or higher Memory: 6 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 675 or
higher Storage: 500 MB available space Sound: DirectX 9.0 Compatible sound card DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Drive: 3 GB free
space required (per install) Other Requirements: Internet connection KEY: X & Y: Game controller (Xbox 360) Z: Camera
(PS3
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